Roys Rent-A-Hubby

Desperate to repair the damage her boss
dog did to the womans home while
Addison Montgomery was dog- and
house-sitting, Addy calls on Roys
Rent-A-Hubby. But the man who meets her
at Miriams front door is nothing like the
tool-belt schlepping Roy shed expected.
Sardonic,
opinionated
and
melt-in-your-mouth sexy, her Mr. Fix-it
both annoys and arouses Addy.
Unbeknownst to her, Mr. Fix-its name isnt
really Roy and hes only picked up his
woodworking tools recently. Hes Noah
Pierce, a burned-out stockbroker, whos
gone back to the simple life and he thinks
Addy is crazy to chase after the hollow
goal of success.
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